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Abstract: This paper describes how the authors have applied 

NLP and text processing techniques to mine the messages related 
to the disease Psoriasis available online and posted by users who 
have undergone various types of treatments for the disease. The 
authors discuss the various classification techniques applied to 
classify the extracted messages as solution for the disease or 
non-solution. The authors also provide statistics regarding the 
success rates of the various types of treatments and medications in 
a consolidated form. A comparison study of the different types of 
treatments and their success rates is performed and statistics 
provided to the end users. 

Index Terms: Artificial Neural Network, NLP, Psoriasis, LDA.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

The disease Psoriasis is an auto immune disease. The solution 
for the disease is very rare. Many people have tried various 
medications and treatments. The treatments people have 
undergone are Allopathic, Homeopathy, Ayurveda, etc., 
People who have undergone different types of treatments  
have shared their experiences online on the web on various 
healthcare forums. People who are interested in finding 
different types of treatments for the disease and their success 
rates online, have to wade through different types of 
comments. This work extracts the messages about successful 
treatments posted on online health forums. This work by no 
means recommends any medication or treatment. The work 
only sifts through the different types of treatments undergone 
by people for the disease and gives a consolidated output 
containing statistics about the success rates of different types 
of treatments and medications. The messages or comments 
posted on healthcare forums are in English, hence to analyse 
the text, Natural Language Processing techniques are applied.  
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To classify the comments as solutions or non-solutions, 
machine learning algorithms like Naive Bayes, Decision 
Trees, Support Vector Machine, and Logistic Regression 
were explored. Nave Bayes provided an accuracy of 94/%, 
Decision Tree provided an accuracy of 88%, SVM provided 
an accuracy of 88%, Artificial Neural Network provided a 
mean score of 99%. Convoluted Neural Network is also used 
and an accuracy of 84% was achieved because of the lack of 
volume of data. 

II. LITERATURE 

The popularity of the social media is growing and they 
provide opportunities to study interactions among humans 
and their experiences. In the last ten years there is an increase 
in the consumption of health information available online. 
Online health information act as a reservoir of information for 
researchers in the field of healthcare too. Pew Internet reports 
in 2011 in The Social Life of Health Information, that 80% of 
the people who have used the internet have referred a website 
for health related information [18] and 59% of people among 
them have searched for information related to certain medical 
issues. An online survey conducted by Angus Reid on 1,010 
Canadian people who were randomly selected, showed that 
89%of the people consulted the web to research health related 
issues and symptoms [5]. Similarly, it was found by Pew 
Research Internet Project that in 2013, 59% of Americans 
searched for health related issues online [5]. Health related 
information extracted from social network sites like Twitter 
and Facebook have been used in research by certain  
organizations[5]. Hariprasad Sampath kumar et al. have 
extracted drug side-effects from messages posted on the web 
which help in post-marketing drug surveillance[17]. Leaman 
et al. [10] in their research work created a dictionary of terms 
related to adverse effects of certain drugs and used a sliding 
window technique to identify adverse drug reactions in 
messages posted by users in online health forums. Li [11] 
used statistical techniques to analyse messages in sites where 
reviews on drugs are posted, to identify relations between 
certain class of drugs and some of the health disorders, which 
can be backed by existing 
research literature.  
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Similarly Wu et al.[20] created UDWarning, that identifies 
side effects of drugs that were not recognized earlier. They 
have used co-occurrence statistics to identify the relevance of 
a web page that has messages posted about the side effects of 
various medications. Liu et al. [13] proposed a framework 
called AZDrugMiner that used statistical techniques to 
retrieve side effects of various medications from messages 
posted online by patients. Chee et al.[3] used natural language 
processing to perform sentiment analysis and they used a 
combination of classifiers to find posts on drugs that are 
monitored by the FDA. They used messages posted by users 
on Health and Wellness Yahoo Groups. Bian et al.[1] used 
Support Vector Machine(SVM) for classification and UMLS 
meta thesaurus to analyze textual and semantic features for 
the purpose of mining adverse drug reactions. Yang et al.[23] 
used Proportional Reporting Ratios and association rule 
mining to find relations between the ADRs(Adverse Drug 
Reactions) and the drugs used from user messages posted on 
health forums. V.G.Vinod Vydiswaran, PhD, et all in their 
research, proposed a pattern-based approach to mine the text 
from Wikipedia for identifying relations between commonly 
used terms for a health issue by laymen and terms for the same 
used by professionals.[19]. In the current work the authors 
have used a pipeline of NLP techniques and Artificial Neural 
Network to classify the messages posted online about various 
treatments and medications available for the disease Psoriasis. 
The process of text classification involves the following steps. 
[4] 

 Text pre-processing. 
 Feature extraction. 
 Developing a model by using various classification 
techniques. 
 Using the data prepared for training, train the 
model. 
 Test the model using test data. 
 The common algorithms used for text classification 
are 
 Naive Bayes 
 Decision Trees 
 K-Nearest Neighbour 
 SVM 

K-Nearest Neighbour and SVM algorithms were utilized by 
Nihar Ranjan et al[16] to classify text as belonging to the 
categories politics, sport and art. The authors investigate the 
utilization of Support Vector Machines (SVMs) for  
analyzing text data and recognize the suitability of using 
SVMs for the job. Quoc Le et al, proposed a framework, 
Paragraph Vector which is an unsupervised framework for 
learning continuous and distributed vectors that represent 
chunks of text. Max Entropy algorithm was used by 
Kaufmann [8] to identify similar sentences between any two 
languages using limited training data. SVMs were utilized by 
Li and Li [12] to classify sentiment polarity. They proposed 
that the subjectivity of opinions and credibility of exresser 
should also be considered for analyzing the polarity of 
sentences.  Moraes and Valiati [15] provided an evaluation of 
Artificial Neural Networks and SVM for sentiment analysis 
performed on entire documents. They have also performed 
various experiments to evaluate the performance of various 

supervised methods and concluded that ANN provided better 
results. Yan and Bing [22] explored a graph-based approach 
incorporating a propagation approach to utilize the outside 
and inside features of a sentence. Ko and Seo [9] put forth a 
technique that utilizes categorized keywords and sentence 
similarity measures to categorize sentences in a document. 
Xianghua and Guo [21] also used unsupervised methods to 
automatically identify sentiments and aspects discussed in 
reviews posted on Chinese social media. They used LDA 
model for topic detection in social reviews and applied 
sentiment analysis using a sliding window approach on the  
review text. The data set they used contained reviews 
extracted from blogs(2000-SINA) and a lexicon (300-SINA 
Hownet) was aslo used. Victoria Bobicev [2] applied machine 
learning techniques for classifying sentiments in forum texts 
that are labelled with different sentiment labels and achieved 
an F-measure of 0.805. 

III. ABOUT THE WORK 

In this work, messages extracted from health forums are 
extracted and classified as treatments that have worked and 
comments that do not mention successful treatments. So the 
issue is to group a remark as an answer for the sickness 
Psoriasis or as not an answer. In this work, Artificial Neural 
Network algorithm is applied for classification. Two layers of 
neurons (1 concealed layer) and a ”pack of words” way are 
utilized to deal with arranging the training data. Classification 
of text can be achieved using various techniques. Some of 
them are: 

 Pattern matching 
 Algorithms 
 Neural nets. 

Though the algorithmic approach like Naive Bayes, SVM and 
Logistic Regression are effective in classifying text, they have 
their drawbacks. The algorithms create a score as opposed to 
probability. We need a probability to overlook predictions 
under a certain threshold. The algorithms get trained about 
comments belonging to a class. But they do not learn about 
the text that do not belong to the class. Sometimes it is 
important to identify text that do not belong to the class. The 
algorithms are sometimes forced to adjust the scores relative 
to the class size due to incorrect classification scores got by 
large training sets that belong to a particular class. Similarly 
as with Naive Bayes algorithm, the classifier developed isn’t 

endeavouring to comprehend the meaning of a sentence, it’s 

attempting to classify it. 
Steps involved in the work carried out: 

1) Information retrieval 
2) Prepare the training data 
3) Develop the ANN Algorithm 
4) Test the results 
5) Tune the model 
6) Iterate 
7) Abstract 
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A. Information retrieval: 

Information retrieval was performed using crawlers 
developed by the authors to extract messages from sources 
like psoriasis-association.org.uk, healingwell.com, 
MedHelp.org [7] and HealthBoards.com [7]. The search 
engine to do the same was developed using JSoup API[6], a 
Java HTML parser library and Apache Lucene[14]. About 
10000 posts were collected 
 From psoriasis-association.org.uk, healingwell.com, 
MedHelp.org [7] and HealthBoards.com [7]. The Text 
processing part of the system was used to extract the text 
messages from the document collection. The text extracted 
was pre-processed and then transformed into a form which 
can then be used by the information extraction part of the 
system. The information extraction part of the system uses a 
pipeline of NLP techniques to process the text. Since the text 
is in English language, the concepts of NLP is utilized in 
developing the classifier. Python and NLTK APIs have been 
used in the work. The comments are first divided into training 
and test text. The training text are manually labelled as 
belonging to pos and neg classes. A database of the types of 
treatments and medications are maintained. The comments 
labelled as pos are comments that specify a treatment that has 
worked. Comments labelled as neg are those comments that 
may either be another query regarding the disease or a 
discussion about a treatment or medicine that has not worked. 
Healingwell.com, MedHelp.org [7] and 
HealthBoards.com.com [7] are health forums having multiple 
threads discussing issues regarding Psoriasis. Users discuss 
treatments they have undergone that have not worked, 
treatments that have worked, post questions, food that 
aggravate the symptoms or are the cause for the disease, food 
that give relief from the symptoms and all the issues 
pertaining to the disease. A message may consist of single 
sentence or multiple sentences. Since the messages are free 
flow of text in English, the text needs to be transformed into a 
form which can be processed and since the messages are in 
English language, techniques of NLP are required to mine 
meaningful information from the web pages. Since the data 
used is extracted from online healthcare forums, the system 
utilizes the features of Big Data. Healthcare message boards 
available online provide huge volume of latest and raw data 
which can be used to mine useful information. In the first step, 
that is information retrieval, a search engine was developed 
that will search and download all the pages from the web 
pertaining to the disease Psoriasis. To check the relevance of 
the page, a threshold value for the count of occurrence of the 
word Psoriasis in the page is maintained. The search engine 
was developed using Apache Lucene and Jsoup API. Using 
JSoup API, individual comments from the online users in the 
page are extracted and a corpus of text containing the 
comments is created. Topic detection: It is ensured that the 
topic of discussion in the page is about Psoriasis and some of 
the medicines in the database by applying the Latent Dirichlet 
Allocation (LDA) model. For this, first the text is normalized 
by eliminating stop words, punctuation symbols and 
lemmatizing the text. A term dictionary of the text and 
Document Term Matrix is created. Finally the topic of 
discussion in the text is arrived at by applying the LDA model 

on the document term matrix. Extraction of Features: The 
comments belonging to the entire corpus are categorized as 
solutions as well as non solutions. An algorithm is developed 
and implemented to extract features that identifies a particular 
text as solution or treatment for the disease Psoriasis. The 
algorithm works as follows. First the corpus of comments is 
read. The corpus has comments that suggest solutions as well 
as comments that are not solutions. The comments present in 
the corpus are manually categorized as solutions and 
non-solutions. All the text present in the solution category are 
extracted. Using regular expression all the alphabets, digits 
and exclamatory marks are extracted from the text and other 
unnecessary symbols removed. The text extracted using 
regular expression is converted to lowercase. The text is 
further tokenized and the list of words present in the text is 
retrieved. The most commonly occurring words in comments 
categorized as solution is found using frequency distribution. 
The most commonly occurring rare words are found using 
frequency distribution. The rare words are words not found in 
English dictionary. They are assumed to be medicines or 
treatments and added to the dictionary. Solution and 
non-solution messages are labelled with the medicine name or 
treatment name. In the dictionary the medicines are 
categorized according to treatment type. The comments are 
partitioned into data set to train the model and test set. Each 
comment in the training set is word tokenized and added to 
documents list labelled with its class name. The stem or root 
word[18] of each word in the document is found and is 
converted to lowercase. Duplicate words are eliminated. List 
of classes are retrieved from the documents and unique 
classes from the class list is prepared. The training data is 
finally converted into a bag of words. Each comment in the 
training set is converted into an array of 0s and 1s against the 
array of unique words in the corpus. A comment text can 
belong to multiple classes or none. A two layered Neural 
Network is developed with the following functions. A 
sigmoid function is utilized to normalize values and a 
secondary function to measure the rate of error. Repeating and 
modifying till the point that the error rate is acceptably low. 
Also a bag-of-words function is implemented to transform an 
input sentence into an array of 0s and 1s. This is also to 
transform the training data. A neural network training 
function is developed to create synaptic weights. In this 
function ten hidden neurons are created. Gradient 
descent(alpha) value is assigned 1, epochs are 50000, dropout 
is False, Dropout percent is 0.5. Seed is 1 and last mean error 
is assigned 1. The weights are randomly initialized with mean 
0. The synaptic weights are found, each time checking the 
error rates for every 10000 iterations. Once the synaptic 
weights are ready the neural network model can be built. The 
Gradient descent parameter, alpha helps in finding the lowest 
error rate. 

 
Once the synaptic weights are ready the neural network model 
can be built. The Gradient descent parameter, alpha helps in 
finding the lowest error rate. 
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Twenty neurons are used in the hidden layer which can be 
adjusted. The parameters will vary depending on the 
dimensions and shape of the training data. They are tuned 
down to ˜10ˆ-3 as a reasonable error rate. The synaptic 
weights are saved into a file which is the model created. Once 
the synapse weights have been calculated, the function to 
classify the comments as solutions or non-solutions is created. 
The probability of a comments belonging to either of the 
classes can now be generated. The error threshold is assigned 
as 0.2. The synapses stored in the file is loaded and used for 
classification in the function. The neural net learns from 
non-matching word also. A low-probability classification is 
easily shown by providing a sentence where a (common 
word). 

B. Results: 

The results are shown in the form of statistics and graphs in a 
web page. The results are also read out using espeak. 
 

Fig. 1. Data Analytics on Psoriasis: Allopathy V/S  
Homeopathy 

Fig. 2. Most Successful Medicine as per statistics: 
Allopathy V/S Homeopathy 

 

 
Fig. 3. Survey Report 

 
 

 
Fig. 4. Analyzing the effect of Allopathy Medicines 

 

 
Fig. 5. Analyzing the effect of Allopathy Medicines 

 

 
Fig. 6. Analyzing the effect of Allopathy Medicines 

 

 
Fig. 7. Analyzing the effect of Allopathy Medicines 
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Fig. 8. Analyzing the effect of Allopathy Medicines 

 

 
Fig. 9. Analyzing the effect of Allopathy Medicines 

 

 
Fig. 10. Allopathy Medicine Positive 

 

 
Fig. 11. Allopathy Medicine Negative 

 

 
Fig. 12. Allopathy Medicines’ Statistics 

 

 
Fig. 13. Best Medicine in Allopathy 

 

 
Fig. 14. Analyzing Homeopathy Medicines 

 

 
Fig. 15. Analyzing Homeopathy Medicines 
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Fig. 16. Analyzing Homeopathy Medicines 

 

 
Fig. 17. Homeopathy Medicine Positive 

 

 
Fig. 18. Homeopathy Medicine Negative 

 

 
Fig. 19. Homeopathy Medicine Statistics 

 

 
Fig. 20. Best Medicine in Homeopathy 

 

 
Fig. 21. Allopathy Results 

 

 
Fig. 22. Homeopathy Results 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In the work the authors have implemented a pipeline of 
LDA algorithm, Natural language processing, Artificial 
Neural Network and Frequency distribution to classify 
comments posted on health forums pertaining to the disease 
Psoriasis as comments that depict solution for the disease or 
not a solution. The work also computes the statistics about the 
success rates of the various treatments for the disease 
gathered by analysing the comments posted on health forums 
regarding the treatments for the disease. After analysing the 
comments on the treatments for the disease Psoriasis posted 
on online health forums, it is found that Allopathic medicines 
are found to me most effective. This may also be due to more 
number of people using Allopatic medicines and also 
discussing their effects on online health forums. The statistics 
are displayed in the form of text as well as graphs. This type of 
work is not found in the 
existing literature. 
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